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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear editors!

Thank you for the friendly guidance in making better the submitted article ‘Facilitating non-tokenistic user involvement in research. An autoethnographic analysis from a rehabilitation research project’. We have now worked on the article according to your advices, and hope it appears so that it can be sent for review.

We have got rewritten the Plain English summary. The sentences about the growth of patient involvement are reformulated in order to be more precise. We have also reformulated the terms that was pointed out as unclear and imprecise. We have followed the advices and explained what autoethnography entails in this study.

Not least, we have clarified the collaboration between researchers and service users in conducting the research, and emphasized the users' difficulty to participate in the actual writing of the article because they do not have English as first language.

As researchers without English first language ourselves we always ensure language editing by professional copyeditors, also with this article. We hope we can wait for the reviewers’ comments when it comes to the language of the main paper.

Yours sincerely

Grace Inga Romsland

Corresponding author